emotional labour
artificial deceleration
Rolls Royce
Uber
Spotify

"goods as service” model

regimes of labour

new type of employment – a
class of useless or a class of
philosophers?
left hedonism

Airbnb
who has access to technical
progress and who will benefit
from its amenities?

rehabilitation of pleasure
giving it a political meaning
queer temporalities
space and temporality

Curators of our own life
liquidity
neoliberal subject
we get expulsion to it
originally proposed as liberating,
the practices of mobility, fluidity
and liquidity have now been
seized, so we face them as
repressive ones

adaptation of the self

speed selection

non-humanity in a human

coupling

replace and upgrade ourselves

practices of ourselves
fluidity

artificial deceleration
taken resource of
technogenicity
positive feedback
text of ccru

where liquidity of our identities
forms a space for local actions

stress

Privatisation of stress

simultaneously queer

concentration

transmission

affect, abstraction

performative fictions

friction

learning by being

division

collective fantasy

errors

preventive deceleration

sliding bodies
crossbreeding, layering,
interlacing speeds

pausing

broken components
overlapping

coupling of different-speed
pieces

poisoning
temporality

cyberpositive

transmission

ambition for a mega-platform
that incorporates all the
necessary functions for network
existence

who can influence on the
possible organisation of such a
transmission?

diﬀerent speeds
harmonics

built and imagined spaces for
doing more or less
which spaces do we need to
occupy, which to avoid and
which to build for ourselves?

interfaces between processes
that occur at different speeds

structural or frequency similarity

friction
spaces

non-human and human agents/
actors

post-fast society
erosion of the social state in
Belarus and everywhere
UBI as the possibility to get a
person into a mode suspend if
necessary

extractive capitalism

natural resources replaced by
the intellectual and emotional
resources of citizens
how the mines of Soligorsk
differ from High Technologies
Park

how to win back such a way of
organisation from the
platforms?

